


Doge Inu meme tokens, using artificial intelligence (AI) technology 

and space-based technology, are completely different from 

ordinary meme coins.



DogeX AI brings the principles of aerospace 

technology and artificial intelligence to the world 

of meme cryptocurrencies. Tapping into the power 

of AI, the space industry, and blockchain 

technology, DogeX AI aims to revolutionize the 

cryptocurrency field via Auto Pilot, AI Mining, 

Moon Engine, Zero Gravity, Starship Lock, etc.

Mining is another great invention of passive 

income in the crypto space. Deposit more $DogeX 

AI  will mine more $DogeX AI , and the return rate 

will be adjusted by AI technology according to the 

investment income of the DogeX AI  project.Moon 

Engine, Zero Gravity, Starship Lock, etc.



Phase 1

Community construction

X establishment

Marketing promotion

Published on the official website

White paper release

Phase2

Application development

Team activities

Community contribution activities

Submit DEXTools

Larger-scale marketing

Phase3

Ai application release

Conduct user testing

Log in to the SpaceX billboard

Community AMA

Phase4

Log in more Cex and DEX

New road map



ZERO GRAVITY

The zero-buy tax mechanism is more effective in attracting new 

investors. It likes zero gravity and can load your bag as freely as a 

bird.

STARSHIP LOCK

Investor funds must be 100% safe. All LP liquidity will be locked for 

365 days and 100% of the circulating tokens will be locked in the 

Pinklock contract. 

It will be as secure as a Starship door lock.



Innovative: Dogex AI combines aerospace technology and artificial 

intelligence principles to break the framework of the traditional 

cryptocurrency field and introduce new concepts and technologies to 

provide users with an innovative cryptocurrency experience.

Security: By utilizing artificial intelligence technology and blockchain 

technology, Dogex AI provides a higher level of security, ensuring that 

users' trading and investment information is effectively protected, 

reducing the possibility of risks and security breaches.

Efficiency: Dogex AI uses autonomous driving, artificial intelligence mining 

and other technologies to improve the efficiency of trading and mining, 

enabling users to complete transactions and obtain benefits more quickly, 

and improving the overall operational efficiency.

Sustainability: Through technologies such as Moon Engine, zero gravity 

and Starship locking, Dogex AI is committed to creating a sustainable 

cryptocurrency ecosystem, providing users with more possibilities and 

opportunities to drive innovation in the cryptocurrency space.



Automatic trading section: DogeX AI provides 

automatic trading function, users can set trading 

strategies and parameters, let the AI system 

automatically execute trading operations, to 

achieve more efficient trading and investment. 

This segment uses artificial intelligence 

technology to analyze market data and help 

users make more informed trading decisions.

Intelligent mining sector: DogeX AI also 

provides intelligent mining function, users can 

use AI system mining operations, to obtain 

digital currency revenue. Through the 

optimization and intelligent management of AI 

technology, users can carry out mining activities 

more effectively and improve profitability.

Moon Engine: Moon Engine is one of the core 

technologies of DogeX AI, which provides 

broader development space and possibilities for 

the cryptocurrency ecosystem by introducing 

aerospace technology. Users can participate in 

new projects and innovations through the Moon 

Engine to explore the future direction of the 

cryptocurrency space.

Revised sentence: "The Starship lock plate is a 

security feature of DogeX AI, utilizing blockchain 

and artificial intelligence technology to 

effectively protect users' trading and investment 

information, thereby reducing the risk of security 

breaches. This component ensures a secure and 

dependable trading environment, ultimately 

enhancing user confidence and experience."



The future vision of DogeX AI is to become the world's leading digital currency intelligent trading platform, committed to providing users with 

efficient, secure and intelligent trading and investment experience. We will continue to innovate and integrate artificial intelligence, blockchain 

and aerospace technologies to create more competitive products and services. We hope to explore the future development direction of the 

digital currency field through the moon engine technology, and provide users with broader development space and possibilities. 

We will continue to optimize the intelligent mining function to help users improve mining returns. At the same time, we will continue to 

strengthen the Starship locking measures to ensure the security of users' trading and investment information. We are committed to becoming 

a digital currency trading platform trusted by users, leading the development of the industry, and realizing the intelligence, convenience and 

security of digital currency trading. We will adhere to the concept of openness, transparency and innovation, grow together with users, and 

jointly pursue the prosperity and development of the future digital currency field.




